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BOOK REVIEWS

Power is an important tool, whether if s leading people or connecting
with the rest of the business. Benjamin Nice selects two books that will
help inspire and energise HR professionals to take action.

RECHARGE
by Abn Hargrecires
Wrighl Book3

Ever wondered flaw some of your colleogues
effortfessly power through each day with 9 renewed
sense of energy ond inspiration, white you sit at
your desk counting down the hours, feeling lozy
and Unrearivam-d

If the answer is yesr rather than slurping on your
third energy drink of the day, instead hr y picking
up a copy of Alan Horgreavesl book, 'Recharge,

With bold promises tech as 'Recfsarge will
revitalise your entire approach to business" and
'achieve many of the things you have been pulling
off FM months, or even years', IlargreOVeS keeps it
simple by identifying the main causes .C.F busrees,
failure and how to rake action_

Adapting a welcome porgan-free approach,
'Hargreaves identifies 52 .sepaeale performance-
enhancing lessons. and bravely states that each
one should be read, absorbed rind acted on
in 60 minutes or lass

THE ELEMENTS OF POWER
'ferry E. Bacon
Arnacom

Whelher someone is flipping burgers at a fast fond
restaurant or occupies the CEO's choir at an ASX
liCkEt cowpony, most people probably wouldn't say
no to a bit more power in their working lives.

And, according to Professor Steven Reiss's 16
bask human desires, you wouldn'l be wrong or
alone in this craving - with power found to be one
of the marl salisfying elements of all

In his book, The Cements of Power: tessons
Leadership and influence, Terry R Bacon sets .r
understand and conquer the concept of power,
focusing on what it means to be powerful and how
this can be achieved_

14 used correctly, Bocon argues that power is
the ullimote tool for achieving success -
he says, con be measured by a comb-ination oF
lacrors such as knowledge. expressiveness. history,
Ctparbtter. attrOditrn, resources, ppsinerr, D,Iwork
and reputation.

The content of the book can be crudely broken
down into three sections of analysis: Personal

Covering areas sucht as management style.
financial decision-moking ond snlfmotivolion. each
lesson pinpoints o certain problem or issue. and
then oFFers key points. advice or solutions to help
reach a favourable conclusion.

One chapter, For example, loOkS ot 'Addressing
uncomfortable issues". Afier describing a
hypothetical situation in winch a manager finds
himself bogged down in 0 tricky spot Hargreaves
proceeds la take the reoder through a series of
logical steps in order to :edify the Outlion.

The steps ore, define y9IJIr preferred outcome,
Introduce oblectivily, take action. and review.
Each point includes a summary of hoiod best
hackle the issue.

formaned in a clear, user-friendly Layout and
written in an easily digestible slyle, Recharged
successfully identifies almost any situation that
could lead you ta feel bogged down or uninspired.

Nig hligheng thot the main cause of business
failure is the failure to take action". Hargreaves
may well be on to something - a great read far
all those looking for that warn boost at work.

Rawer Sources; Sources of Crguni6orional Power;
and The Will to Power_

FrtatufMg case studies 4n inspirational and
powerful Figures such co Mark Zuck.erberg. Barad,.
Olaarna, Aung San Suu Kyi and Mayo Artgelou,
E0C411 discusses issues such as what the critical
sources of power are in various organisations, how
to build power From within, and also how easy it is
to diminish power once it is established.

While rh.,, Vernenin of Power will appeal to all
those looking to ocavi re more power within 'heir
lives, hiR professionals in particular -would 60 well
ro take no* of Seine of the key messages Bacon
establishes throughout the beak,

They are highly relevant, especially when you
can rider that in the years phead. the HR profession
looks set to become increasingly in-tune with the
atrwegic alliances of business, and therefore
command more power and respect than ever before.

HR professianols striving for 165 goal will find
arm informotive, inspiring and useful reod. In The
cements of Power, acon helps equip practitioners
with the knowledge that will ersable them to become
bath powerful and influential decision-mokers within
their nig.,

Alan Hargreaves
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